Ship’s Log TampaBayShipModelSociety
NON-Meeting of June 28, 2020

President & Treasurer Steve Sobieralski
2906 Bay Villa Ave. Tampa, FL 33611
ssobier@verizon.net
Secty/Newsletter Editor Irwin Schuster
8503 Portage Ave. Tampa, FL 33647-1707
813 866-1442 irwin.schuster@verizon.net
Webmaster Phillip Schuster. Contact Sec/Ed
Meetings
are held at 7:00 p.m. on the fourth Tuesday
of each month except December (none).
Location
is the lower level of Trinity Lutheran Church,
411-5th St. N., St. Petersburg. From I-275,
Exit at I-375 East to second exit (4th Ave. N.).
Proceed to traffic light at 5th St. N., turning
left. Church is on right. Parking is to the left
of the church.
Objectives
This Society is an organization of model
builders, historians and artists who encourage the construction of nautical models, creation of marine art, and research in maritime
history, at every level of expertise, through
the exchange of ideas and presentations.
Membership
There is no charge to attend meetings, and
all interested parties are invited. Annual
dues are $12. payable in January.
Presentations
Members and guests are encouraged to
bring in projects current and past, plans,
modeling problems or maritime-related
items of interest for discussion, or inclusion
in the Ship’s Log.

Next Meeting
Tuesday, Aug. 25? 7:00 p.m.

TampaBayShipModelSociety.org

The regular June meeting
was cancelled so no business
was conducted or reported.
Captain Sobieralski advises
that the “Steerage Committee*”
will be evaluating the situation
on a month-to-month basis.
*Reminder that this is made
up of surviving local, past officers who attend. But, please do
not hesitate to bring forward
any issue. There are plenty of
them in what appears to be
an extended period of turmoil.
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Irwin Schuster, Sec/Ed: The
folk art clipper, Elizabeth Wright
is done. And, it is gone! Turns
out when I want to take a photo
of a cased model, all I can get is
the case and reflections. When I
want to take a photo of a case,
it disappears. Total weight is
only about 20 lb. but a two-person lift, being about 37 x 30 x
12”. This case was fabricated
of 3/16” acrylic by Designers
Plastics in Clearwater.

On rare occasions, your humble Sec/Ed hogs the front page to celebrate
and document the end of a project. Here the restoration of a folk-art ship
herinafter called “Elizabeth Wright” after the mother of the owner.
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Show & Tell
I. Irw, continued: The base is red oak ply and big box red
oak molding. I HATE MITERING!
Finish is Varathane Wood Stain (and coat)ing), One-Hour,
Summer Oak. Manufacturer is Rust-Oleum, Made in U.S.A.
The fabled Jich Estano, my National Consultant on such
matters and I, myself, had the same idea for setting the tight
case in place. Tight because of limited shelf depth at destination. The scheme was to set up vertical rails against the
wall, and with the model on the floor, positioned properly,
hold the case against the rails and slide it down until seated.
Inner rails front and back, position it. Two-man job. Whew!
7/03/2020 was the pick-up. More on The Jich on later page.

Cross-section of base. At right, triangular corrugated rails to help position the
tight acrylic case without hitting the
yards.

Photos by Sec/Ed
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Captain Howard Howe on Rickey B, a local
fisherman: “I have made a little more progress after a lot of planning, cutting and gluing
on the Rickey B fishing boat static model hull.
I used balsa wood sheets for the planking and
cut out the gunwale shape from a basswood
sheet for strength. After obtaining the correct
hull shape, it was necessary to remove the
frame sections that established the abovedeck hull shape.
The deck had so many sections and cut
away frames that I patterned it and overlaid
a 1/32” basswood deck. The deck has removable hatches for access to install the propeller
shaft and the rudder. Next step is to fiberglass
the hull, paint, and plan the cabin and other
structures. I now understand why Irwin likes
to make half hull models for display!”

Photos submitted by
Howard
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Guy Hancock reports on Emma C. Berry
(1:32): “I finished the planking and started
on the sanding and fairing. I also began work
on the coamings for the deck hatches, fish
well, and the base of the cabin trunk. I decided that there should be a stove (there is a
stovepipe coming out of the cabin. That lead
me to research the Shipmate Stove Co., which it
just happens started in CT not far from where
the Emma was built. They began operations
about 10 years before construction started
on Emma, so it seemed logical that the stove
would be a shipmate. I got the dimensions
but they seemed too big so I reduced them
a bit. The company made more models back
when they started, and they are down to just
2 today and are trying to sell the company. I
modeled the stove out of Sculpy clay, rolled
out some thin parts for the top and bottom,
and broke one before succeeding. I cut a
paper folded twice to make a pattern. I found
a bamboo skewer is just the right diameter
for the flue. I will paint it black, and hope to
make a pot rail out of brass. I took a picture
of the stove, reduced it in size, and printed
it out. I plan to paste that paper over the
front to simulate the doors on the oven and
firebox. I can’t make them at this scale with
any accuracy.”
Later: “Thank you for the advice and direction regarding the stove. The cabin has a
smoke stack, so if it will be open to see down
inside then there had to be a stove. I made
this one of wood, with some brass sheet to
make the pot rail. The handles are brass pins
or wire painted gold. I used your techniques
of gluing 4 pieces of wood together, cutting
the shape for the legs, and then separating
them to do the filing. They are passable because it will be hard to get a really close look
at any of this with the cabin and deck on.”

Photos by Guy
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Chuck LaFave shows his Independence Day
progress on rigging Flying Fish:
Bruzelius.info says (Edited): The New Clipper
Ship, Flying Fish, of Boston… is the fourth
clipper which Mr. McKay has built during the
past year, and all of them may be regarded as
experiments, for they bear little resemblance to
other vessels, or to one another.
The Flying Fish is 202 feet long on the keel,
210 feet between perpendiculars on deck, and
220 feet over all. Her extreme breadth of beam
is 40 feet, and is precisely at the centre of her
load displacement line; the angle of her bow at
the same line is 17 degrees, and her stern 20 degrees, and her whole depth at the main hatchway is 22 feet including 7 feet, 10 inches height
of between decks; but as she is carried up
boldly forward, her depth at the fore hatchway
is a foot more. Her sheer is about 3 feet, and the
rounding of her sides about 12 inches. In outline
she is plain but beautiful. The representation of
a flying fish for a (figure)head, neatly carved
and burnished with gold and green, is her only
ornament on the extreme, for she has neither
head nor trail boards, nor even chocks around
the hawseholes, nor is the bow lumbered with
rigging, for all her head stays lead inboard and
set up under the topgallant forecastle. Her
name is carved into the monkey bulwarks along
the curve of her bow, and is gilded, and the
ends of her cat-heads are also ornamented with
gilded carved work.
She is sheathed with yellow metal up to
18½ feet forward, and to 19 feet aft; the rest of
her hull is black outside — a color peculiar to
clippers and the clergy. Inside her bulwarks, etc.,
are painted pearl color, and the waterways blue.
(Etc.)

Photos submitted
by Chuck
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(Continued) No fish has been found
with the model, so believing it needed
one, Sec/Ed offered. My plan is to have
parts laser-cut and engraved, stacked,
assembled and gilded, for Chuck to add
to the stem. Quarterboards, too!
Current thinking is to just print the
boards on paper- card as laser engraving would not hold the detail desired.
(This is the sole {pun} image Sec/Ed
could find of the described figurehead.)

Image liberated from www
for educational purposes!

Quarterboards: 1.84” x 0.175”

Wing
Body with Scales
Body with Fins & Tail
Wedge

RED = Cut
Black = Engrave

Stern: 2.0” x 0.3”

1.4”
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Ed Brut’s Tool Holder Holder: “Finished
project is a tool holder for my tool holders.
2” x 2” Maple with chopsticks.... has nothing
to do with ships except making parts for
them.”
[Sec/Ed] Our highly placed operative at
IDNav, Sudden Command, Admirable
Brut, adds a bit of 1970 humor: Rodney,
the “Admiral” has been put in charge of the
“Wizard of ID’s” navy, but it only rules the
castle’s moat. “Rodney is the King of ID’s
guard. https://www.gocomics.com/comics/
a-to-z, It has most of what I get my material
from…” confessed Adm. Brut.

Photo, etc. submitted by Ed
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Skipper Steve Sobieralski on USS
IDAHO (BB42) Progress: “Over the last
month I have been continuing work on
my conversion of the 1/200 Trumpeter
USS Arizona kit to the USS Idaho. I have
completed the revisions to the bow and
attached the forecastle and main decks.
I have also planked the forecastle deck
using individual 1”x1/32”x1/32” bass
wood planks. This is a very time-consuming, but rewarding process, involving the
installation of hundreds, if not thousands,
of planks. When sanded and treated with
a light stain the results are very satisfying and well worth the time and effort
involved. The planks are attached to
the plastic deck using a German plastic
cement, “Faller Expert”, which comes in
a plastic squeeze bottle with a very thin
stainless steel tube applicator. I have been
using this cement for almost 30 years and
have never had any of the deck planks detach. It is available from model RR supply
shops such as Walthers.com.
I have also modified the kit parts for
the first level of the superstructure to
match the Idaho’s configuration. I “cheated’ and purchased the correct style of
main gun turrets from an online 3d print
shop and these are shown in place on the
barbettes. For the moment, progress is a
bit stymied as I await the arrival of a set
of plans for the time period (mid 1930s),
which the model will depict. I had originally thought that using the plans I have
of the ship’s WWII configuration, along
with photos of her in the ’30s, would be
sufficient. But there are too many areas
that the photos do not adequately cover
so I have decided to “bite the bullet” and
order the plans.”

Photos by Steve
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Bob Johnson reports in: “I recently
came across these two photos I used to
have pinned to my workshop wall and
thought they could be of possible interest
to the group. They are both “caricatures”
of boat types (a tug and a Scandinavian
fishing boat) that I made as night lights
for our two grandchildren soon after each
was born. They were shaped from pine
plus some dowels, basswood, etc. and
painted with conventional “rattle can”
spray paints. As the family lives in Europe,
I purchased the light fittings from their
local hardware store to operate on 220
volt/50 Hz power. The low wattage light
fitting slips into a hole through the bottom side, and the cord has a small switch
not far from the boat. They each got many
years of nightly use.
Making whimsical models (or whatever these should be termed) is a nice
diversion from “fine scale” projects, and I
can recommend trying it out. Of related
interest, one of the popular car magazines
(either Road & Track or Car & Driver...do
not recall) recently had a feature on a guy
who made some really beautiful “caricature models” of older popular cars (356
series Porsche coupe, BWW 1600 etc.).
Every model was immediately identifiable
and brought a big smile...and the quality
was museum level (which is not really
essential).
I have a few other old boat model
related things that I had long forgotten
about that I will also share at some future
point. They all remind me of how many
facets there can be to making models.
I look forward to the time when we
can all gather together once more.”

Photos submitted
by Bob
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Brad Murray persists with his Rainbow Fleet whirligig: “The next
task on the whirligig was to slot the rim on the inside edge for the three
spokes and on the outside for the six catboats. I needed to build a fixture
to hold the oscillating saw and a jig to hold the rim securely while plunging the blind slots. The 1/32” slots are 1/2”, wide which means the next
job will be to taper and thin the 1”x 1/16” bronze spokes to fit their respective slots. The 1” base piece (below) needed to be primed and filled
because the plywood had chips and voids and it looks much better that
way. I am very much looking forward to building and rigging six little
Beetle cats.
Having struck two concentric circles, I located the base with the hub
and spokes, and the rim in order to find the exact length of each spoke.”

Photos submitted by Brad
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Larry Burden on Cutting Edge:
“I recently received a custom made knife
I ordered in January 2016 and presented
at our meeting. Typical wait times are
4-5 years. The knife is far from being
related to model ships but being beautifully handmade by craftsmen I thought
everyone would appreciate seeing it. It’s
a model 27 Trailblazer with 5.75” high
carbon steel blade in 13-spacer configuration. I included the link to Randall
Made Knifes in case your interested in
reading the history and construction
method. Randall is located in Orlando
and has a great museum worth walking
through if time permits. https://www.
randallknives.com/
Below (next page) are two pictures
of our repaired jewelry box, made of
spalted tamarind, walnut and yellow
wood. The repair included complete
replacement of the lid and fabric plus
refinishing the box.
Construction of the US Brig Niagara
should resume next week.”

Photos
submitted
by Larry
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“Andy Young reports on a spur association: “I want to thank Larry (Burden) for
hosting us at his home yesterday. Unfortunately Roman was unable to attend as
originally planned. We had enjoyed seeing
Roman (Barzana) last month at Vic’s (Lehner). He sent photos of his Anemone and
Bastian. Roman’s carving work for Vic was a
star attraction. Vic has fitted Roman’s exquisite figurehead and intricate carvings for the
stern on the HMS Alfred delivered last month
by Roman. Vic is finishing the exterior bits
of the hull and deck and has begun several
sub-assemblies for the future masts. It is getting too risky to transport the model as these
delicate parts are added. Vic hopes to wrap
up construction by the end of the year.
Larry supplied some great cookies for
our gathering. Larry has been repairing the
jewelry boxes damaged at the gallery fire
where he had just begun selling his work. He
replaced the lid on a spalted maple box. He
also showed us the banding inlay strips used
on another box. Unfortunately his Niagara
model is gathering some dust sitting on his
workbench. Dust is a constant problem for all
of us.
I have accomplished very little in my
workshop. Just some unpacking, organizing
and shuffling. I did finally install the thermostat on the attic fan before the summer heat
sets in. Still too hot in afternoon.”
*Spalting is any form of wood coloration
caused by fungi. Although primarily found in
dead trees, spalting can also occur in living
trees under stress. Although spalting can cause
weight loss and strength loss in the wood,
the unique coloration and patterns of spalted
wood are sought by woodworkers. – Wikipedia

Photos submitted by Andy
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Vic Lehner on Alfred: “Vic has fitted
Roman’s exquisite figurehead and intricate carvings for the stern on the HMS
Alfred.”

Photos submitted by Andy
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From the 40’s, your Sec/Ed believes this qualifies as
nautical history. McClure was a yachtsman and cartoonist,
drawing Little Annie Rooney for a number of years.
Submitted by “The Jich” (see next page).
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Below, my go-to consultant on antique
restoration and things that simply do
not have any precedence, “The Jich”
Estano. He was awarded the opportunity to restore the odd little half model
which turned out to be one of a series.
“Wind Whistle. Back board is 8.5”
square... Launched 1935. Model by Elmer Peterson, who was a model builder
at the Hart collection at MIT and did
these models on the side.”

The Jich is the fellow
charged with restoration of Canadian
schooner BBHardwick.

Photos supplied
by The Jich.
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Sec/Ed: Addendum to a previous subject, that being what our fine member
George Fehér calls ‘Rattle Cans.” I mentioned the tip clogging problem to paint
staff at my HomeDeepough and got this
unhelpful response, “We find they work best
if you use them all at once.”
Rust-Oleum offered nothing better.

1.
2.

An interesting technique for
launching except for the pole
and lack of water nearby.

3.
Do you see what I’m saying about a launching technique?

Finally, I got a new 6” Disk / 4x36 Belt
sander. It and my band-saw have 2.25” Vac
openings. Went to same HD for an adapter
¬– $9.00. Rather than sending that much
to China, I put my Industrial Design degree
in play, along with both of those tools and
produced my own version. Not turned. It
works.

The Illustrated Longitude: Amazon
says, “The Illustrated Longitude: The True
Story of the Lone Genius Who Solved the
Greatest Scientific Problem of His Time 1st
(first) Thus Edition by Sobel, Dava published
by Walker & Company (1998)”
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[Sec/Ed] As may be apparent, I like to
write. As a “creative” it tickles me to put
together a string of words that nobody
in the history of the world has (very high
probability), strung before. Search “Bulwer-Lytton.com” for strange and amusing
entries into a running contest for hack
first sentences of not-so-great novels.
I have not won, but in my defense, some
people with even less to do than I, enter
hundreds! Anyway, here is a nautical shot I
fired off a few years back:
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Both Moby and Dick – because unbeknownst to
him, they were twins and always hung together to
doubly torment him, watched whilst Ahab clunked
up and down the deck screeching things like,
“Belay the bos’n, me hearties” and beseeching the
Lord above to give him one more chance to take
“The Great White Whale;” and what caused their
animosity was his generalization on color, in that
Dick actually considered himself to be a perfect
Vincennes Porcelain, while Moby fancied his hue to
be closer to Tuscan Alabaster, because, you see, the
truly outsize thing about them was their vanity.

THIS SPOT for SELLING!

Got something you don’t need or want?
Or, something you need or want?
Tell me about it and I’ll put it here.
“MSC Floatel” Gran Cayman Photo Joseph Michavila.

Image captured from the www for
educational purposes (and fun).

Nautical Art: Marked <@deez_art00>,
presumably by one David Fossa.

